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EXOTIC MULTIPLICATIONS ON MORAVA K-THEORIES
AND THEIR LIFTINGS
ANDREW BAKER

Manchester University
Abstract. For each prime p and integer n satisfying 0 < n < oo, there
is a ring spectrum K(n) called the n th Morava A'-theory at p. We
discuss exotic multiplications upon K(n) and their liftings to certain
characteristic zero spectra E(n).
Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is to describe exotic multiplications on
Morava's spectrum K(n) and certain "liftings" to spectra whose coef
ficient rings are of characteristic 0. Many of the results we describe are
probably familiar to other topologists and indeed it seems likely that they
date back to foundational work of Jack Morava in unpublished preprints,
not now easily available. A published source for some of this is the paper
of Urs Wiirgler [12]. We only give sketches of the proofs, most of which
are straightforward modifications of existing arguments or to be found
in [12]. For all background information and much notation that we take
for granted, the reader is referred to [1] and [7].
I would like to express my thanks to the organisers of the Luminy
Conference for providing such an enjoyable event.
Convention: Throughout this paper we assume that p is an odd prime.
§1 Exotic Morava jRT-theories.
Morava K-theory is usually defined to be a multiplicative complex
oriented cohomology theory K(n)*( ) which has for its coefficient ring
K(n)+ = Fp[vn, v"1]
where vn G A~(n)2p»_2, and is canonically complex oriented by a morphism of ring spectra
aK(n). Bp

y

K^
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which on coefficients induces the ring homomorphism
a?(n) : BP* —> K(n)*
<7*K(N)(Vk)

vn
0

=

if k = n,
otherwise.

Here we have BP* = Z(p)[vfc : fc > 1] with Vk € BP2pk_2 being the k th
Araki generator, defined using the formal group sum
\p]BPX = Y^BP
0<k

fax'")

.

As a homomorphism of graded rings, we can regard a^n^ as a quotient
homomorphism
<rf(n): v^BP*

—+ v^BP+JMn

= K(n)m

where A4n = (v^ : 0 < k ^ n)<v~1BP* is a maximal graded ideal of the
ring v~1BP*. Thus we can interpret K(n)* as a (graded) residue field
for this maximal ideal.
Clearly this ideal J\4n is not the only such maximal ideal and we can
reasonably look at other examples and ask if the associated quotient
(graded) fields occur as coefficient rings for cohomology theories is an
analogous fashion. Notice that Adn contains the invariant prime ideal
In = (vk : 0 < k < n — 1) and the formal group law FK^ therefore has
height n. One way to construct K(n)-theory is by using Landweber's
Exact Functor Theorem (LEFT) [6] in its modulo In version [14]; this
allows us to make the definition
K(ny()

= K(n).

®P(„).

W ( )

on the category of finite CW spectra CWf, where P(n) is the spectrum
for which
P(n)+=BP./In.
We thus concentrate on maximal ideals №<v~xBP*
In. We then have
THEOREM

taining In.

containing the ideal

(1.1). Let M1 < v^BP* be a maximal (graded) ideal con
Then there is a unique multipHcative cohomology theory
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K(A4')*( ), defined on C W , for which there is a multiplicative
isomorphism
K(M')*(

natural

) es K{M')+ ®P(n). P ( n ) * ( )

and where K(A4')* = v~xBP*j M* is the coefficient ring.
The proof is immediate using LEFT.
Of course, if there is an isomorphism of graded rings, K(JA')* =
i^(.M/7)*, then we need to decide if the two theories arising from A4'
and Ai" can. be naturally equivalent.
T H E O R E M ( 1 . 2 ) . Let M\ M" < v^BP*
be graded maximal ideals con
taining In and let f: K(J\4f)* — • K(J\4")* be an isomorphism of graded
rings. Then there is a natural isomorphism of. multiplicative cohomology
theories on CWf,
/: K(M'T()—>

K(M"Y{)

extending f if and only if the the formal group laws f*FVn 1]BP*IM' and
FVn 1]BP*IM'are strictly isomorphic over the ring K(A4")*
The main observation required to prove this result is that these two
formal group laws are associated to two complex orientations induced
by the composite of the morphisms of ring spectra BP
• v~xBP
•
K(M").
COROLLARY ( 1 . 3 ) . The theories K(M')*(
) and K(M"Y( ) are representable by ring spectra K(A4') and K(J<A"), which are unique up
to canonical equivalence in the stable category Moreover, K{M) and
K(J\4") are equivalent as ring spectra if and only if the formal group
laws f*Fv"*BP*IM' and FvnlBP*lM" are strictly isomorphic over the
ringK(M")*.
Let us now consider such ring spectra K(№) where K(A/i')* = K(n)*
as graded rings. By a result from [12] (see also [5]) these are precisely
the ring spectra having the homotopy type of K(n) (not necessarily multiplicatively). Thus, such ring spectra are classified to within equivalence
as ring spectra by the set of maximal ideals A4' modulo strict isomor
phism of the associated formal group laws over K(SA')*. We call the
multiplicative cohomology theory associated to such a ring spectrum an
exotic Morava K-theory.
Let us consider such a spectrum K(Af'), where K(.M')* = K(n)+ as
graded rings. Then we have the following modification of a result of [13],
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THEOREM ( 1 . 4 ) .

As an algebra over K{n)*, we have

K(M%(K(M'))

~ K(M')*{t'k

: k > 1 ) ®AK(n)„(a'0,...,a'n-1)

where \t'k\ = 2pk — 2, \a'k\ = 2pk — 1, and there are polynomial
of the form
t>k? - *4P

relations

)/(p-1)*fc = M * i , • • • ><fc-i)

over K(n) + .
The symbol I^K{n)^ denotes an exterior algebra over K(n)* on the
indicated generators.
To prove this result, we rework the proof for the case of K(n) (see
[13], [7]) and define the generators t'k by using the identity
K(M')

r>0

(v' t'r p' X Pr + s) = A (a M')
(t'r V' s Pr X pr + v)
r>0
s>n

where

K(M')

[p] F k (M') X =

(v' 0 X P').

s>n
The exterior generators axe similarly derived.
We can interpret the algebra
K(M').

(t'k : k > l)

as representing the strict automorphisms of the group law FK^M'^, in a
way analogous to the case of K(n) (see [7]).
§2 Liftings of exotic Morava .K-theories.
Recall that there is a ring spectrum E(n) for which
E{ny()^E(n)*®BP.BP*{)
on CWf. Here we have
E(n)* = v^BPJivn
+k : k > 1 ) .
We showed in joint work with Urs Wiirgler (see [4]) that the Noetherian
completion E(n) of E(n), characterised by the formula
Efc)\

) = lim (E(ny(
k
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on CWf, is a summand of the Artinian completion vn 1 BP of vn 1 BP
and indeed there is a product splitting
v^BP

~ J J E2d(v)i^n)
V

of (topological) ring spectra for v ranging over a suitable indexing set
and d a suitable numerical function. The algebra underlying the proof
is intimately related to liftings of Lubin-Tate group laws, i.e. group
laws over Fp algebras classified by homomorphisms from K(n)+. In this
section we describe the analogous situation for liftings of exotic Morava
iiT-theories of the form K(Ai') as in §1.
Now if K(A4')* = K(n)+ as a ring, then the natural homomorphism
OM' -.V^BP—>

given by
0M'(vk) =

K(M')*

r(k/n)
CkVn ' }
0

if n I k
otherwise

for k > n and integers c&. Here, the numerical function r is given by
r(m) =

(pmn - 1)
(Pn - 1)

and we set c& = 0 = r(k/n) whenever k is not divisible by n or k = 0.
Now consider an ideal of the form
J = (vk - cfct#fc'n> + gk : k > n) c M! < v~xBPm
and satisfying
J + In = M'.
Here gk E M axe certain elements chosen so that the last condition
holds. Set E(J)* =
v~XBP*/J.
We now define a cohomology theory
E(JY()

= E(J)m

®BP.BP*()

on CWf. This is a cohomology theory by Landweber's Exact Func
tor Theorem, and is moreover multiplicative and canonically complex
oriented by the obvious natural transformation
BP'O—
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Furthermore there is a canonical multiplicative natural transformation
E(jy()—>

K(M'y

().

We can form the Noetherian completion
Ejj)\

) = Hm (E(jy(
k

)/IknE{jy{

))

and also the Artinian completion of v^BP with respect to the maximal
ideal M', VnXBP(M') (see [4]). Then we have
THEOREM

(2.1). There is a splitting of topological ring spectra
vñLBP(M')

~

•£?<">)E(J)

w
where w ranges over an appropriate indexing set and e is a numerical
function.
The proof is a modification of that in [4] which rests on the fact that in
the ring v~xBP* O Bp BP+BP ®BP+ v ^ B P . , the generators tk satisfy
relations modulo M of the form given in the statement of (1-4). Of
course, in the case where A4' = A4 — (vk : 0 < k ^ n), this shows that
E(n) is just one amongst many ring spectra splitting off of v^BP
in
this way.
In [12] and [5] it was proved that any ring spectrum whose homotopy
ring is isomorphic to K(n)* agrees with K(n) up to equivalence as a
spectrum. In fact we can lift such results to show
T H E O R E M (2.2). Let F be a complex oriented topological ring spectrum
such that as graded topological groups

nJF)^

E(nY,

and there is a maximal ideal Al' <v~1BP* for which there is a morphism
of ring spectra F
• K(Ai') which is surjective in homotopy.
Then
there is an ideal J C Ai' such that there is an equivalence of topological
ring spectra F ~ E(J).
The proof of this makes use of a tower
• E(J)/Ik+1

—• E( J)/Ikn —.

• E(J)/In

=

K(M')

of Aoo module spectra over E(J) generalising that constructed in [3],
together with the existence of an A00 structure on E( J) (see §3).
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§3 ACQ structures on exotic Morava JT-theories.
In [8] it was shown that for any odd prime p, the standard ring spec
trum structure on K{n) admits uncountably many distinct Aoo struc
tures in the sense of [9], [10] and [11]. One can similarly ask if this
is true for any of the exotic structures discussed in our earlier sections.
In fact, by (1.4), the arguments of [8] can be used in the more general
context. Indeed, this is also true for the results of [3] and the liftings
E( J) which have unique topological Aoo structures, and the natural morphisms of ring spectra E(J)
> K(J<4') admit Aoo structures whichever
of the AQO structures is put on K(JW).
One consequence of the existence of Aoo structures is that there are
Kiinneth and Universal Coefficient spectral sequences for Aoo module
theories over these ring spectra. For example, if M is a (topological)
A^ module spectrum over E(J), then for any spectrum X , there is a
spectral sequence
E?(X)

= E x t t ^ ( £ ( J ) , ( X ) , M . ) =>•

M°+\X).

Such spectral sequences promise to be of great use in calculations.
§4 Some examples.
We end by considering two examples of cohomology theories which are
related to exotic Morava iiT-theories as discussed in the earlier sections.
These are essentially the only known periodic theories which have (or
are suspected to have) geometric descriptions, and remarkably they both
appear to be naturally related to the original versions of Morava K(l)
and K{2) and its liftings, rather than truly exotic versions.
JBT-theory. Consider the case of complex iT-theory localised at a prime
j9, K*( ) = KUj?p)( ). Then reduction modulo p gives a theory K/p*( )
satisfying
K/P*( ) =
©
K(l)*+2k( )
o<fc<(p-i)
as multiplicative theories where we define the product on the direct sum
by requiring that there be an isomorphism of rings
K/p* 9- Kil)^]/(up^-1

- v±)

when evaluated on a point. Thus
Kjp~

\J
Y?kK{\)
o<fc<(p-i)
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as ring spectra, where the wedge is given an appropriate algebra spectrum
structure over K{\). Lifting this result gives an equivalence K ~ E(n)
which is known to arise before p-adic completion.
Elliptic cohomology. Let E££ be the spectrum representing the ver
sion of elliptic cohomology whose coefficient ring is the ring of modular
forms for SL2 (Z) meromorphic at infinity (see [2]), localised at a prime
p > 3 . Then in [2] we showed that if J5p_i denotes the (p — 1) st Eisenstein function, then there is an equivalence of ring spectra
Ell-/ (p, Fp-1 ) = V M2zj' (a') K (2).
oc
where EU/ (p, Ep^) is the reduction of E it modulo the ideal (p, i^p-i) in
an appropriate sense. This lifts to a splitting of topological ring spectra
Ell- (p, Fp-1 ) = V Mzj' (a') E (2).
oc'
In both cases the wedge is finite, and we need to impose appropriate
algebra spectra structures over the bottom summands.
It would be of interest to find "naturally" occurring examples involving
truly exotic versions of Morava iiT-theories. Of course, for the examples
given we can take an exotic K(l) or K{2) and use this to impose an exotic
multiplication upon either mod p jftT-theory or elliptic cohomology, but
it is then unclear whether the resulting multiplicative theories have any
geometric descriptions.
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